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Recently, the municipal government executive meeting to discuss and in principle through the "municipal
government on the promotion of good and rapid development of the bearing industry," the description of the
Luoyang bearing industry, "second five" development blueprint, let us look forward to 2015, Luoyang bearing
industry will form The advantages.
50 years, the formation of industrial advantages
Luoyang Rolling Factory as a national "one five" key projects settled in the city, laid the city as the three major
bearing industry base. After 50 years of development, the city's many R & D and production enterprises,
professional categories complete, the production of bearings widely used in automobiles, rail vehicles, metallurgical
machinery, mining machinery, oil equipment, electricity, aerospace and other host areas, all around the world.
Bearing industry has become the city's traditional advantages of industry.
Now, the city's key backbone bearing enterprises are: Luoyang LYC Bearing Co., Ltd., Luoyang Axian Research
Technology Co., Ltd., Luoling Automobile Bearing Co., Ltd., Luoyang City, the new strong coupling slewing bearing
Co., Ltd., the world must love special bearing Co., Henan Star Color Roller Co., Ltd. and so on.
Among them, Luoyang LYC company is the cradle of China's large bearings, bearing manufacturing in the field
to maintain the largest, the most important, the highest precision, the largest number of parts such as a record.
Last year in March, a set of 6.25 meters outside diameter, weighing 14.07 tons, with completely independent
intellectual property rights of the large turntable bearings born again to create a new bearing products, "the
Republic of the most." Axis research technology for the launch of satellites, spacecraft launch rockets developed
dozens of engine bearings, Shenzhou series of spacecraft in the key parts of the 7 categories of 22 varieties of
bearings and related products are developed by the axis of scientific research. The company has been included in
the ranks of national high-tech enterprises, the average monthly production of more than 50 kinds of bearing new
products, the production of special bearings are widely used in rubber, textile, home appliances, oil, power
generation and other fields, 70% Products are sold to Europe and the United States, the annual foreign exchange 5
million US dollars.
2015 target: the main income of more than 40 billion
2015, the city's scale bearing industry target: the main business income of more than 40 billion yuan, Luoyang
bearing products accounted for about 1/6 of the domestic market, occupy a dominant position. Among them,
Luoyang LYC Bearing Co., Ltd. main business income of more than 10 billion yuan, becoming the first
comprehensive strength of the domestic industry, the world's top ten bearing industry; Luoyang axis Technology
Co., Ltd. main business income of more than 5 billion yuan.
According to the objectives and tasks, the city's bearing industry-led product upgrading; backbone of enterprise
technology and equipment, leading products in the domestic leading position; aerospace bearings, high-speed rail
and rail transit vehicle bearings, large and large three major characteristics of the bearing products become the first
First, the international first-class, the city to build a leading domestic R & D and manufacturing base, the
international important bearing supply center.
"Twelve Five" six major efforts to focus
First, increase investment efforts to expand the scale of industry. Relying on LYC company, axis research
technology companies and other key enterprises and Henan University of Science and Technology, Luoyang
Bearing Industry Association and other units, aimed at international and domestic first-class level, to carry out the
Timken, Schaeffler and other world bearings before the top eight enterprises and universal groups, Terracotta
bearings and other domestic enterprises in the top five enterprises directional investment.
Second, further increase the technological innovation, enhance the core competitiveness.
Third, adhere to the key breakthrough, to promote industrial restructuring and upgrading.
Fourth, to improve industrial concentration, and promote industrial agglomeration development. In Yibin District,
Yiyang County Industrial Cluster District were planning bearing industrial park, and to focus on these two bearing
industrial park, to guide enterprises to the park cluster development.
Fifth, the implementation of brand strategy, expand product market share.
Six is the implementation of talent strategy, strengthen the construction of qualified personnel
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